With the advent and increasing popularity of Semantic Wikis and the Linked Data the management of semantically represented knowledge became mainstream. However, certain categories of semantically enriched content, such as multimodal documents as well as multilingual textual resources are still difficult to handle. In this paper, we present a comprehensive strategy for managing the life-cycle of both multimodal and multilingual semantically enriched content. The strategy is based on extending a number of semantic knowledge management techniques such as authoring, versioning, evolution, access and exploration for semantically enriched multimodal and multilingual content. We showcase an implementation and user interface based on the semantic wiki paradigm and present a use case from the e-tourism domain.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent and increasing popularity of Semantic Wikis and Linked Data the management of semantically represented knowledge became mainstream. Oracle, for example, integrated support for semantic knowledge management into their database product (Lopez and Das, 2009) , Google started to evaluate annotations 1 using Resource Description Framework attributes (RDFa) and the W3C has lately launched the second revision of the Web Ontology Language (OWL) standard (Schneider, 2009 ). However, despite this progress certain categories of semantically enriched content, such as multimodal documents as well as multilingual textual resources are still difficult to handle.
Currently knowledge bases primarily contain typed data and a limited amount of textual content, such as short labels, short descriptions or small hypertext fragments. With the increasing maturity of semantic technologies and their wider use in many different application scenarios the representation and interlinking of metadata for multimodal content such as audio, video, compound hypertext or multimedia documents is becoming paramount. Another crucial feature of semantic knowledge representation is the language independence. Ontologies, taxonomies or simple resource descriptions can be easily equipped with multilingual texts and labels. However, the translation and life-cycle of multilingual semantic content is currently insufficiently supported.
Examples for the importance of supporting multimodal and multilingual semantic content are:
• Bio-medical semantic information systems. In the bio-medical domain vocabularies, taxonomies and ontologies are already widely used for structuring and aligning information, such as bio-medical knowledge bases (e. g. on diseases and their symptoms), patient records and statistical data. Due to the time consuming creation and maintenance of these semantic artifacts and the increasing internationalization of the health care and life sciences domain, the translation and localization for different languages becomes a key requirement. Also, the integration of multimodal content, such as depictions of disease symptoms, diagrams as well as audio and video content is increasingly important.
• Semantics based Web Content Management. RDF based knowledge representation strategies are increasingly used to manage Web content on Web sites and Web-based information systems. The hypertext nature of the Web requires the integration of different modalities, such as images, presentations, audio and video content. In addition, due to the global accessibility the availability of Web-based information systems in different languages and localizations is a key requirement.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive strategy for managing the life-cycle of both multimodal and multilingual semantically enriched content. The strategy is based on extending a number of semantic knowledge management techniques such as authoring, versioning, evolution, access and exploration for semantically enriched multimodal and multilingual content. With regard to multimedia content we devise a strategy for extracting, semantically representing and interlinking metadata of multimedia documents. For the management of multilingual knowledge bases we developed techniques for supporting the life-cycle of multilingual resources by enabling an efficient semi-automatic translation of individual property values, resources or all textual content stored within a knowledge base. For keeping textual content in a knowledge base in the preferred language in sync with translations into other languages we devise a strategy based on capitalizing the integrated versioning of the Semantic Data Wiki OntoWiki. We showcase an implementation and user interface based on the semantic wiki paradigm and present a use case from the e-tourism domain.
The paper is structured as follows: We describe a number of important aspects for managing semantic content in Section 2. We outline our strategy for dealing with large quantities of multimodal content in Section 3. In Section 4 we present the strategy for supporting the life-cycle of multilingual resources. We showcase an application scenario in Section 5, where both -multimodal and multilingual -strategies for semantic content management are successfully applied. We review related work in Section 6 and conclude with an outlook on future work in Section 7
MANAGEMENT OF SEMANTIC CONTENT
The term semantic wiki is generally used for wiki systems that add additional semantic information management to classical text-based wiki systems or allow management of structured semantic data according to wiki principles (the latter often being referred to as (Semantic) Data Wikis).
One particular wiki system following the data wiki approach is OntoWiki . It started as an RDF-based data wiki with emphasis on collaboration but has meanwhile evolved into a comprehensive framework for developing Semantic Web applications (Heino et al., 2009 ). This involved not only the development of a sophisticated extension interface allowing for a wide range of customizations but also the addition of several access and consumption interfaces allowing OntoWiki installations to play both a provider and a consumer role in the emerging Web of Data. In subsequent paragraphs we will discuss several extensions to the OntoWiki framework that particularly facilitate authoring and management of multimodal and multilingual data. Figure 1: Overview of OntoWiki's architecture with extension API and Zend web framework (mod. according to (Heino et al., 2009) ).
Authoring
Semantic content in OntoWiki is represented as resource descriptions. Following the RDF data model representing one of the foundations of the Semantic Web vision, resource descriptions are represented (at the lowest level) in the form of statements. Each of these statements (or triples) consist of a subject which identifies a resource as well as a predicate and an object which together represent data about said resource in a fashion reminiscent of key-value pairs. By means of RDFa 2 , these statements are retained in the HTML view (i.e. user interface) part and are thus accessible to client-side techniques like JavaScript.
Authoring of such content is based on said client-side representation by employing the RDFauthor approach (Tramp et al., 2010b) : views are declared in terms of the model language (RDF) which allows the underlying model be restored. Based on this model, a user interface can be generated with the model being providing all the domain knowledge required to do so. The RDFauthor system provides an extensible set of authoring widgets specialized for certain editing tasks. In the work at hand, we extended the system by adding capabilities for automatically translating literal object values. Since the semantic context is known to the system, these translation functionality can be bound to arbitrary characteristics of the data (e. g. to a certain property or a missing language).
Versioning
As outlined in the wiki principles, keeping track of all changes is an important task in order to encourage user participation. OntoWiki applies this concept to RDF-based knowledge engineering in that all changes are tracked on the statement level (Auer and Herre, 2006) . These low-level changes can be grouped to reflect applicationand domain-specific tasks involving modifications to several statements as a single versioned item. Provenance information as well as other metadata (such as time, user or context) of a particular changeset can be attached to each individual changeset. All changes on the knowledge base can be easily reviewed and rolled-back if needed.
Evolution
The loosely typed data model of RDF encourages continuous evolution and refinement of knowledge bases. With EvoPat, OntoWiki supports this in a declarative, pattern-based manner (Rieß et al., 2 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdfa-syntax/ 2010). Basic evolution patterns consist of three components:
• a set of variables,
• a SPARQL select query selecting a number of resources under evolution,
• a SPARQL/Update query template that is executed for each resulting resource of the select query.
In addition, basic patterns can be combined to form compound patterns-suitable for more complex evolution scenarios. In order to facilitate the semi-automatic application of evolution patterns, bad smells can be defined that serve as a detection mechanism for ontology design anti-patterns or data modeling problems. If certain conditions are met, this process is even fully automatable.
Access Interfaces
In addition to human-targeted graphical user interfaces, OntoWiki supports a number of machine-accessible data interfaces. These are based on established Semantic Web standards like SPARQL or accepted best practices like publication and consumption of Linked Data.
SPARQL Endpoint. The SPARQL recommendation not only defines a query language for RDF but also a protocol for sending queries to and receiving results from remote endpoints 3 . OntoWiki implements this specification, allowing all resources managed in an OntoWiki be queried over the Web. In fact, the aforementioned RDFauthor authoring interface makes use of SPARQL to query for additional schemarelated information, treating OntoWiki as a remote endpoint in that case.
Linked Data. Each OntoWiki installation can be part of the emerging Linked Data Web. According to accepted publication principles 4 , OntoWiki makes all resources accessible by its URI (provided, the resource's URI is in the same namespace as the OntoWiki instance). Furthermore, for each resource used in OntoWiki additional triples can be fetches if the resource is dereferenceable.
Semantic Pingback. Pingback is an established notification system that gained wide popularity in the blogsphere. With Semantic Pingback (Tramp et al., 2010a) , OntoWiki adapts this idea to Linked Data providing a notification mechanism for resource usage. If a Pingbackenabled resource is mentioned (i. e. linked to) by another party, its pingback server is notified of the usage. Provided, the Semantic Pingback extension is enabled all resources used in OntoWiki are pinged automatically and all resources defined in OntoWiki are Pingback-enabled.
Exploration Interfaces
For exploring semantic content, OntoWiki provides several exploration interfaces that range from generic views over search interfaces to sophisticated querying capabilities for more RDFknowledgable users. The subsequent paragraphs give an overview of each of them.
Knowledge base as an information map. The compromise of, on the one hand, providing a generic user interface for arbitrary RDF knowledge bases and, on the other hand, aiming at being as intuitive as possible is tackled by regarding knowledge bases as information maps. Each node at the information map, i. e. RDF resource, is represented as a Web accessible page and interlinked to related digital resources. These Web pages representing nodes in the information map are divided into three parts: a left sidebar, a main content section and a right sidebar. The left sidebar offers the selection of content to display in the main content section. Selection opportunities include the set of available knowledge bases, a hierarchical browser and a full-text search.
Full-text search. The full-text search makes use of special indexes (mapped to proprietary SPARQL syntax) if the underlying knowledge store provides this feature, else, plain SPARQL string matching is used. In both cases, the resulting SPARQL query is stored as an object which can later be modified (e. g. have its filter clauses refined). Thus, full-text search is seamlessly integrated with facet-based browsing (see below).
Content specific browsing interfaces. For domain-specific use cases, OntoWiki provides an easy-to-use extension interface that enables the integration of custom components. By providing such a custom view, it is even possible to hide completely the fact that an RDF knowledge base is worked on. This permits OntoWiki to be used as a data-entry frontend for users with a less profound knowledge of Semantic Web technologies.
Faceted-browsing. Via its facet-based browsing, OntoWiki allows the construction of complex concept definitions, with a pre-defined class as a starting point by means of property value restrictions. These two views are sufficient for browsing and editing all information contained in a knowledge base in a generic way.
Query-builder. OntoWiki serves as a SPARQL endpoint, however, it quickly turned out that formulating SPARQL queries is too tedious for end users. In order to simplify the creation of queries, we developed the Visual Query Builder 5 (VQB) as an OntoWiki extension, which is implemented in JavaScript and communicates with the triple store using the SPARQL language and protocol. VQB allows to visually create queries to the stored knowledge base and supports domain experts with an intuitive visual representation of query and data. Developed queries can be stored and added via drag-and-drop to the current query. This enables the reuse of existing queries as building blocks for more complex ones.
MULTIMODAL SEMANTIC CONTENT
To handle large amounts of multimedia data, automatic processes for managing this kind of content have to be developed. To fulfill this need we implemented a PHP-framework based on Erfurt 6 , which has been integrated into OntoWiki. With the help of this framework, it is possible to import arbitrary multimedia documents (support for 13 different file types is currently implemented) or even complete directory structures into a knowledge base and manage them accordingly with OntoWiki, using the techniques presented in Section 2. The workflow for importing multimedia documents into OntoWiki is presented in Figure 2 and described in detail in the subsequent sections. 
Extracting Multimedia Metadata
The variety of multimedia document types is very large. For example, there are more then 1000 different MIME types registered at IANA 7 . Due to that, it is not possible to create a generic extraction mechanism, which works for all multimedia file types. For this reason we developed a framework, which detects certain formats and is able to react correspondingly. Furthermore, it is highly configurable and easily extensible. For instance, it is possible to integrate support for new multimedia types and to configure the properties and classes used to create the semantic representation via various configuration options. The extraction of multimedia metadata is realized in the following steps:
1. Extraction of general metadata attributes.
Every file, regardless of its type, can be described by a number of general attributes. Information about the file's name, size or date of creation may be extracted for each file. This information can be extracted even without the knowledge of the file's type and can therefore be processed identically for each file.
7 http://www.iana.org/assignments/ media-types/ 2. Extraction of specialized metadata attributes.
In addition to general information, many multimedia formats already contain metadata specific to their field of use. Such information is most likely arranged in key-values pairs in the file's header. For instance, music files do usually contain ID3 tags 8 and images taken by digital cameras include EXIF (Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association, 2002) information. For the extraction of this metadata, frameworks like getID3 9 and Zend 10 are used. However, it is necessary to determine the file's type in order to start a specific extraction mechanism. The MIME type of the file is determined and subsequently a specialized metadata extractor is initialized. The framework is designed in such a way that every metadata extractor manages a set of extensions, each one being responsible for the extraction of a single metadata type on its own. These extensions will be executed consecutively, thus giving the opportunity to re-use already extracted metadata and accelerate the extraction process. Especially when dealing with large data sets or working on mobile devices (with low storage capacity and bandwidth), a file preview thumbnail is an important metadata item. For this reason, previews of PDF or video documents are created with the help of the tools convert 11 and ffmpeg 12 . In this context we also developed an extensible Preview Module for OntoWiki, which allows to view those generated previews for various document formats.
Other examples of such metadata extraction extensions may be the number of pages of a PDF document or the geo-coordinates of an image.
Integration of additional information.
In order to actually take advantage of RDF and Linked Data to discover similar resources, it may not be useful to extract the artists name only as a literal value. In the third step of this extraction process the previously extracted metadata is now used to integrate additional information, which is not explicitly contained in the processed files. For example, an artists name extracted from the music's file ID3 information may be used to look up a URI for this artist in the Linked Data Cloud. Likewise, traditional non-RDF based web-services may be used to gather additional information like the cover of the corresponding album of a song. The use of URIs for certain concepts (album, artist etc.) allows to integrate more data with the help of OntoWiki's Linked Data import function later in the authoring process.
Representing Multimedia Metadata
To represent the extracted information in RDF we did not create new vocabularies, but reused many already well established ones. An overview of those vocabularies used in the different areas of multimedia is depicted in Figure 3 . The main concept of this representation is the separation between the actual data (nfo:FileDataObject) and its interpretation (nie:InformationElement) borrowed from the NEPOMUK information element ontology (NIE) and the NEPOMUK file ontology (NFO)
13 . The large number of subclasses of nie:InformationElement makes it possible to classify most of the common multimedia types. The separation between the two concepts originates from the fact that the representation of the data is usually not of interest for the user. To comprehend a DataObject nevertheless, it needs to be interpreted as a corresponding InformationElement or as one of its subclasses. This is achieved with the properties nie:hasPart or its inverse counterpart nie:isPartOf. This approach will ensure that even complex data structures, like archives in the attachment of emails are processed correctly. In order to describe the individual InformationElements further, the following list of vocabularies has been chosen:
• For describing audio documents the music ontology (Raimond et al., 2007 ) is used (with namespace prefix mo), since it allows to represent all information available in ID3. Beyond that, also concepts like concert or festival are represented.
• For describing PDF documents properties and classes of various vocabularies such as Dublin Core 14 (namespace prefix dc), NFO and RDFS are used, since no single vocabulary was found which is able to represent all information.
• For describing image documents the NEPO-MUK EXIF ontology is used, since the rdfs:range and rdfs:domain for those properties are set as opposed to Kanzaki's or the W3C EXIF ontologies. Additionally, the representation of all properties used in EXIF is possible with the NEPOMUK EXIF ontology.
• Due to the fact, that those types of video documents supported by the framework do originally not contain any additional metadata, it is only possible to extract low-level information like the video's frame-rate or the used video codec. Therefore, the use of heavyweight ontologies like COMM 15 is discouraged. All extractable information is representable using the NEPOMUK file ontology.
• The URIs used to describe the file's MIME type are provided by the mediatypes 16 application, which routinely scrapes all registered MIME types registered at IANA. 
Interlinking Metadata
The extracted and in RDF represented metainformation of the multimedia documents can now be used to find and create links between those and arbitrary other resources. For this reason, we developed the OntoWiki Linking Module, which is able to discover possible links between any sort of resources, inparticular multimedia documents. The semi-automatic algorithm used to locate the resources for linking can be divided in the following four parts, taking into account that the starting point of this algorithm is an arbitrary resource r.
1. Find all properties with the rdfs:range or rdfs:domain of the type (rdf:type) of ressource r.
2. Afterwards a list of all resources is created, which are accessible via those properties collected in step one. This means, if a property was found in step one with the rdfs:range/rdfs:domain of the type of r, all resources are listed, which match the type of the rdfs:domain/rdfs:range restriction of this property. In future versions of this algorithm this might also be extended to include super classes of r and of the corresponding rdfs:range or rdfs:domain restrictions.
3. All resources found in step two are now compared to r. The comparison takes place with the help of textual attributes, usually dc:title or rdfs:label, of those resources. The metric to calculate the probability of interlinking is the effectiveness measure (van Rijsbergen, 1979), the weighted harmonic mean between precision and recall:
We are aware of the fact, that some resources may not have any textual descriptions and are therefore not suitable for this kind of comparison. Nevertheless we choose this similarity analysis because we consider textual descriptions as the smallest common attribute and thus make it possible to compare the majority of RDF resources. To improve this comparison further, we plan to implement different algorithms. For instance, it is reasonable to link resources whose geographical distance is below a certain threshold.
4. The found resources are now sorted by their probability of linking to r and presented to the user (grouped by the property). Thus the user is able to review, approve and establish the links. An evaluation of this algorithm has shown that this linking could also be done completely automatically, if the probability is above a certain threshold.
We developed two vocabularies which are aligned to the different MIME type categories, for linking multimedia documents with arbitrary resources in step four. The more generic one, shown in excerpts in Listing 1, consists of the property mm:hasMultimediaDocument and five subproperties, which correspond to the five main MIME types (application, audio, video, text and image) . Those properties may now be used to link arbitrary resources. However, for creating more specific statements, users of this vocabulary are advised to extend this vocabulary (cf. Section 5). Listing 1: Excerpt of the generic multimedia document and arbitrary resources interlinking ontology.
MULTILINGUAL SEMANTIC CONTENT
The overall life-cycle of multilingual semantic content in knowledge bases is depicted in Figure 4 . The process usually starts with the creation and authoring of a semantic resource. Once created textual content can be translated. Subsequently, the original language content attached to the resource might be revised, which has to trigger a revision of the translations as well. To increase the comprehensibility of RDF knowledge bases for users and to support multilinguality efficiently for Semantic Web Applications (Martin and Auer, 2010 ) based on RDF knowledge bases, RDF resources should be labeled and commented in multiple languages as exemplary illustrated in Listing 2. Most RDF resources contain at least one label in a preferred language, that does not have always to be defined using a language tag in conjunction with the literal value (e. g. string@lang). In order to support multi-linguality of RDF knowledge bases, content authors have to translate and store these literal values into other languages to be supported. To assist the work-flow of translating and storing RDF literal values in a (semi-)automated way, we developed a set of OntoWiki extensions for language resource translation and management: To enable the semi-automated translation of literal values we employ the Google Translation Service with its API 17 . This service supports the translation between more than 50 languages such as English, Russian, German, Greek, Vietnamese, Hindi etc. Due to the fact that RDF literal values, which have to be translated, do not always explicitly contain a language tag, it might be required to detect this language code automatically. The Google Translate API support this functionality. Since not all of possible languages have to be supported by a certain knowledge base, content authors are able to configure a set of the desired languages.
Moreover, not all literal values contain translatable information. Due to that fact, the developed extensions are configurable in order to select desired property URIs used to attach translatable literal values. In case that resources still contain a set of translated literal values, the user is able to select a preferred language, which is being used to select the literal value as source for the translation. In the next paragraphs we describe the On-toWiki extensions for language resource translation and management we developed in some more detail.
RDFauthor extension. As being mentioned in Section 2.1, it is possible to integrate widgets into RDFauthor. These can be used to display and process values for configured properties in a special manner, or furthermore to support special workflows. By default, the user is able to manually encode for a selected property multiple literal values and in addition a data-type or language tag. To support a (semi-)automated translation of single literal values while creating or maintaining RDF resources in RDFauthor, we created a widget as depicted in Figure 5 . After adding or editing a literal value with this RDFauthor widget, the user is able to duplicate newly added or edited information represented in the widget. After selecting a different language for that duplicated information in the GUI, the Google Translation Service is called and the literal value is translated automatically. Finally, the user is able to revise and improve the suggested translation result.
Individual resource translation module. For the more automated and less time-consuming translation of individual resources, which contain at least one translatable literal value, we developed the individual resource translation module depicted in Figure 6 . The content author can configure a set of properties, a set of to be supported languages and a single preferred language at a particular time. After selecting a resource in OntoWiki, this extension notifies the user, that not all translations for the set of configured predicates exist yet. Then the user only has to trigger the translation functionality. The algorithm queries the knowledge base obtaining all properties and assigned literal values for the selected resource. Then the translation algorithm selects for every configured property one literal value (if existing in the preferred language) and requests missing translations for every configured language from the translation service. The resulting translations are stored immediately and presented to the user, where she is able to check the quality of the translations. Unacceptable translations can also be changed manually by using RDFauthor.
Massive translation component. In order to translate RDF resources massively, we developed the Massive translation component for OntoWiki, which is operating similar to the Individual resource translation module. By using SPARQL, this component requests a set of resources with missing translations. The result is fulfilled automatically by using the translation service and presented to the user as a HTML-form in the GUI as illustrated in figure 7 . All literal values in the gen- Multi-lingual resource versioning and revision. Every change between its creation and deletion of an RDF resource is tracked by OntoWikis versioning component described in Section 2.2. This versioning component is also used to store information about the translation process. After changing one of the literal values, translations to other languages could be affected. As a consequence, a special entry marking a translation process is stored to the versioning repository. As being depicted in Figure 4 , every translation might have to be revised. This flag is used to notify the content author for approving the correctness of all other translated literal values of the particular property of the selected RDF resource. After approving the correctness a further flag is stored to represent an acceptable translation state of the RDF resource.
USE CASE: VAKANTIELAND
Both our semantic content management strategies were applied and evaluated in the Semantic Web application Vakantieland 18 . Vakantieland publishes comprehensive information about 20,000 touristic points-of-interest (POI) in the Netherlands such as textual descriptions, location information and opening hours. The information is stored in a knowledge base containing almost 2 million triples and is structured using approximately 1,250 properties as well as 400 classes. Vakantieland was designed according to the model/view/controller principle and uses 18 Available at: http://staging.vakantieland.nl the Erfurt API as middleware, which is also used in OntoWiki. Almost all of the information presented in Vakantieland is retrieved using SPARQL.
Multimedia management in Vakantieland.
In this use case we applied the multimedia management process, presented in Section 3, to create RDF resources for about 850 PDF documents (i.e. info brochures of POIs) and interlink them accordingly. In particular, we extended the generic multimedia linking vocabulary as shown in Listing 3, in order to specify the rdfs:domain to POIs and evaluated the OntoWiki Linking Module. For one hundred randomly chosen documents the suggestions of this module have been compared to manually assigned links, created by a domain expert. This evaluation has shown, that for 80% of the documents, the correct suggestionthe POI with the highest probability -was found. The other way around, i.e. suggest documents for POIs, it was even possible to find the correct one in 90% of the examined cases. The links created this way are then used to display those documents, or any other document type for that matter, and additional information like the document's title (translated in various languages), on a POI's details page. Multilinguality management in Vakantieland. In order to present the tourism content of Vakantieland in multiple languages, we encoded translations of class labels, property labels and, if possible, also property values in RDF as described in Section 4. To support the process of translating resources, we used the sketched OntoWiki modules, to decrease the translation time consumed. Several components of the Vakantieland GUI use these translations such as the category selector on top of the page or the faceted category filter located at the right sidebar of the page as depicted in Figure 8 . At this time, the tourism RDF content of Vakantieland contains information encoded in various different European languages such as Dutch, English, French, German, Italian and Spanish. With the help of the mentioned OntoWiki multilinguality modules, it is possible to encode literal values in more than 50 languages, which will be done when Vakantieland is adopted to further countries.
RELATED WORK
The wide-spread use of Internet has forced creation of multilingual web sites to allow usage by anyone on the Web. At the moment there are a lot of tools available for fast translation of almost any web sites, articles or resources. For example, Google Translate 19 allows not only translation of web resource and uploaded texts, but also an on-fly translation of pages for search results in Google. There are also quite some plugins for CMS and Wiki systems like JA Translate 20 for Joomla, WikiBhasha 21 for Wikipedia or Global Translator 22 for Wordpress. The same is now happening in the Semantic Web -due to increase in Semantic Web research activity on a worldwide scale and since most ontologies are developed in a single language (mostly in English), an aspiration in ontology localization appeared. Though there is a large amount of literature on topic of ontology multilinguality and localization, most of them (e. g. (Montiel-Ponsoda et al., 2008) ) are focused on multilingual ontology modeling, not on localization process itself or tools used for it. One prominent example in that context is also Wordnet (Fellbaum, 2010) , which constitutes a lexical databases which is useful in process of translation but only as an additional resource. A study, which evaluates various Semantic Web standards and technologies for their readiness for internationalization is presented in .
Basically all those publications investigate how to design ontologies containing several languages for each resource, but say nothing about the translation and multilingual content management process required to obtain truly internationalized knowledge bases.
There are only a few papers about ontology localization tools. The LabelTranslator was described in (Espinoza et al., 2008) and later in (Espinoza et al., 2009 ) as a more advanced, complex system for translation. Though, this system only works for labels and supports only 3 languages: English, German and Spanish. All of the described approaches use additional models (e. g. LIR in (Montiel-Ponsoda et al., 2008) ) for storing information in additional languages. This will produce a large number of additional triples, which will slow down the overall performance of knowledge base if it is largely sized. There's also tools like LOD In Translation 23 that provide translation based on existing data in LOD cloud and return results as set of URIs for resources, but the downside of this tool is that it provides only string literal translation and so cannot be applied to semantic resources as it is. That's why we develop a new approach that uses RDF language tags and only produces one triple for each language, and thus will scale much better for larger knowledge bases.
Most of the published papers about multimedia content annotation using ontologies are focused on human-driven approaches for file annotation. Also, often existing approaches are focused on only one type of file, e. g. annotating photos as described in (Schreiber et al., 2001 ) or on specific annotating vocabularies, e. g. OntoE-LAN linguistic annotation tool as presented in (Chebotko et al., 2004) . There are also broader approaches oriented on converting multimedia content description standards (e. g. MPEG-7) to domain specific concepts like presented in (Athanasiadis et al., 2005) . To the best of our knowledge, none of published approaches uses automated multimedia content annotation using wide variety of standardized vocabularies.
CONCLUSIONS
With the increasing maturation of semantic technologies the facilitation of multimodal and multilingual semantic content management became a 23 http://semlabs.upmc.fr/LODInTranslation/ crucial requirement. In this article we presented two complementary strategies for managing multimodal and multilingual semantic content based on the semantic wiki paradigm. Both strategies are based on supporting the lifecycle of respective semantic content.
With regard to future work we see in particular the following directions:
Integration of automatic linking techniques. Establishing and maintaining links on the Web of Data is still a major challenge. With regard to multi-media data we envision the realization, of a linking dashboard, with pluggable linking services, which particularly facilitate the linking of local multimedia assets based on the extracted meta-data with resources available on the Web of Data.
Fine-grained provenance tracking. Already now basic provenance information such as the editor of a certain translation or multimedia annotation is tracked by OntoWiki. However, we envision a more fine-grained representation, which includes information about the employed tools (such as multimedia metadate extraction, automatic translation etc.) in order to facilitate future revisions (e.g. based on new tool releases etc.)
Facilitation of adaptive previews. An crucial component of multimodal information systems are previews of relevant (parts of the) multimedia assets. We aim at integrating preview facilities, which take the users's context (such as locality, search and exploration history, interests etc.) into account.
